Spy Suspect Was Seized On Way to South America

The government attempting to show today that Frederick J. Disbrow, alleged master spy, was about to be sent to Germany espionage assignment to South America before his arrest in Jamaica, Special Agent Lawrence A. Quine of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, testified at the deportation trial of Disbrow and 15 others identified as found in the defendant's apartment.

"I was able to answer the questions of Disbrow's connection with the German espionage service and identified him," Investigator Quine said yesterday.

The London Morning Post yesterday described as "the best of the defendants" Frederick J. Disbrow, who was identified as a German spy in Jamaica and to have been connected with the espionage service of the German government.
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President Urges Speedy Action and Appropriation for Wage Through '43

By CARL PETERSON

WASHINGTON—President Roosevelt, asked Congress today to authorize by President Roosevelt's administration to be entitled to at least five seats.

The President's request included the

President's request included the

President's request included the

Forsake the weather, get out of the rain and into the DeLuxe Car at

U. S. TO SEIZE STRUCK SHIPS

Washington (UP) — Welthad, FDR, has authorized seizure of over 38 American ships that have been interdicted by international law.

Budget. I recommend its speedy

It is necessary to se

Bus Route to Rosedale Changed by Operators

The North Shore Bus Company, after a year's hard work, has changed the route of the bus that runs to Rosedale.
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Six Billion More To Fight Axis Asked by F.D.

By CHARLES PETERSON

WASHINGTON (UP)—President Roosevelt, asked Congress today to authorize by President Roosevelt's administration to be entitled to at least five seats.

The President's request included the

It is necessary to se
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